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20 Most Promising Food and Beverages Technology Solution Providers - 2016

T

echnology has invariably transformed the way
businesses handle the scrupulous tasks that surround
their product or service. However, the food and
beverage industry has been simmering, reluctant
to catch on the pace of technology, due to reasons like cost of
ownership and operating complexities.
To help food and beverage firms counter impediments
that arise along their supply chain—from production to
consumption—a plethora of technology providers have stepped
forward with their innovative solutions. From efficient logistics
software that maps quick and optimized trips, especially in the case
of slow moving perishables to product data management (PDM)
systems that keeps a watch over the permissible levels of various
ingredients, the food and beverage technology solution providers
ensure they cover the entire process chain. Today there are scores
of applications and utility tools that meet the specific needs of
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Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), and Customer Relationship Managemement
(CRM) within the food and beverage environments. These
tools have strict adherence to the various federal and regional
regulatory mandates, that facilitates compliance for adopters.
In an effort to help Food and Beverages firms cater to the
consumer’s needs, a panel of prominent CEOs, CIOs, VCs,
analysts, along with the CIO Review’s editorial board has assessed
scores of food and beverage technology solution providers and
picked out a list of prime choices.
We have considered the vendor’s ability in providing solutions
and services that can effectively, yet economically account for
a productive process cycle and rich customer experience, while
helping survive competition.
We present to you CIO Review’s 20 Most Promising Food
and Beverages Technology Solution Providers 2016.
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Offers workforce management solutions
to help food and beverage companies find
right balance in managing resources

mark-info.com

Mark Information
Optimizing Productivity through Valuable Insights

W

ith rapidly advancing
technologies, a wave
of significant change
is moving through the
food and beverage industry, redefining
how companies grow, operate, and
manage food processes. To explore
new ways of managing business, Mark
Information—an innovative software
company offers workforce management
solutions to help food and beverage
companies find their right balance
in managing resources. “In order to
minimize seasonal fluctuations, we
offer ProMark, a unique tool enabling
customers to plan the utilization of the
right resources at the right time and for
the right job,” asserts Torkel Olrik, CEO
and Partner of Mark Information.

Our unique tool enables
customers to plan the
utilization of the right
resources at the right time
and for the right job
ProMark is effectively used in
online systems for attendance analysis
and absence registration, shop floor
control, reporting, planning module
for staff roster planning and allocation,
project registration, and access control.
It ensures the visibility of the workforce,
provides an overview of how the
equipments in a food processing plant
function, and establishes coherence
between production and logistics. The
tool’s real time registrations and online
validation ensures there are no keying
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in errors and in turn reduces manual
processes. It minimizes the risk of late
deliveries and decreases the unnecessary
consumption of resources. The data that
is created around time and attendance
scheduling is further integrated into
the ERP systems. “By offering classic
implementations we see ourselves
many times in front of large backend
ERP systems capturing real-time data,”
affirms Olrik.
As today’s food and beverage
manufacturing
businesses
have
numerous shop-floor data, collecting
and crunching it to gain insights
becomes a challenge for many. “We
are innovating around two large areas
to enhance the food and beverage
industry, business insights and business
intelligence,” elucidates Morten Janum,
CIO and Partner of Mark Information.
ProBI—Mark Information's Business
Intelligence solution enables the analysis
of workforce management issues based
on the data contained in ProMark. It is a
flexible tool that is capable of presenting
data via ProMark's web portal or in a
data cube with options for integration
with the rest of the company's Business
Intelligence environment.
Having been in the marketplace
for decades, Mark Information has
many success stories to its credit. In
an instance, the firm assisted Royal
Greenland, a seafood company as they
wanted an easier administration process
and rapid follow-up on their operations.
For a number of years Royal Greenland
had been using an old electronic time
recording and data collection system at
its factories. As the company wanted
a more advanced Windows-based
system, it decided to acquire ProMark–
the latest generation software from

Torkel Olrik
Mark Information. The project was
successfully completed within few
months with milestones such as the
start-up meeting, training of payroll
clerks and foremen, test runs of wage
periods, and finally, integration with
SAP for production orders and feedback
in operation along with the first real
payroll run. The large amount of job
registrations which were previously
managed manually were now performed
online, resulting in saving time and
administration work, and improved
production efficiency.
Tracing the road ahead, Olrik says,
“We concentrate on developing systems
which are simple to set up in daily use
but with advanced utilization options.”
Highlighting the simplicity, clarity, and
productivity of their solution, the firm is
focused to constantly foster innovation
from an operational and business
standpoint for a better tomorrow.
“We continue to internationalize our
offering as we see more and more
customers doctoring ProMark solution,”
concludes Janum.
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